FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Mergent, Inc. Announces the addition of The CRB Commodity Yearbook Collection to Mergent
Archives™
Mergent Now Carrying 75 years of The CRB Commodity Yearbook
August 26, 2014, Charlotte, NC – Mergent is excited to announce the availability of The CRB
Commodity Yearbook collection to Mergent Archives. Since 1939, professional traders, commercial
hedgers, portfolio managers, and speculators around the world have come to rely on The CRB Commodity
Yearbook to help them navigate the uncertainties of the commodity markets.
The single most comprehensive source of commodity and futures market information available, the
Yearbook is the book of record of the Commodity Research Bureau, which is, in turn, the organization of
record for the commodity industry itself. Its sources—reports from governments, private industries, and
trade and industrial associations—are authoritative, and its historical scope is second to none.








Global breadth and extensive depth of information
Point in time database - view data and read articles written / collected during the year published
Indispensable for identifying changing trends in supply and demand
Highlights seasonal patterns, as well as current and historical pricing
Crucial information on more than 100 commodities
A macro tool for projecting important price movements
Identifies trading patterns on a monthly and annual

“The Yearbook is essential for indentifying changing trends in supply and demand over time and with
75 years of history on over 90 markets there is no better source then the Mergent CRB collection to
research your theories and prove your results ,” says Fred Jenkins, Executive Vice President, Mergent,
Inc.
About Mergent
Mergent, Inc. is a leading provider of business and financial information on global publicly listed
companies and is the exclusive provider to the library and academic market of D&B® print and online
library solutions. Based in the United States, Mergent maintains a strong global presence, with offices
in New York, Charlotte, San Diego, London, Tokyo, Kuching and Melbourne. Founded in 1900, Mergent
operates one of the longest continuously collected databases of descriptive and fundamental
information and pricing and corporate action data on domestic and international companies, together
with terms and conditions data on corporate and municipal bonds. To learn more, visit
http://www.mergent.com
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